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Abstract: In this research, the mobile network is designed with several layers of small and large cells
in the heterogeneous network. This architecture is faced with the task of supply allocation (power,
channel, time) for small cells in order to guarantee reliable and high-quality service to both primary
(macro-cell) users as well as secondary (femtocell) users. Intra-tier femtocell interference is dealing
with minimum mean squared error (MMSE) interference in Rectangular antennas that this proposed
two-tier interference management approach improves the performance of the femtocell users in
between multiple users, by maintaining the desirable quality of the communication channel for
macro-cell users. In proposed scheme by using Rectangular patch, antenna will react as in multiple
input multiple output band for femtocell user. The frequency sub bands which are presently not
recycled within the macro-cell, so the process is based on FFR for assigning the frequency bands.
The simulation results show that the proposed approach gain for macro-cell and small cell tiers, in
terms of average Signal to noise improving up to 37.2 dB that is virtual to the non-cooperative case,
which is for a network with 350 SBSs and 200 MUEs which is improvement in higher spectrum
sensing for MUE’S.
Keywords: Degrees of freedom (DoF), interference alignment feasibility, and interference broadcast
channel, multi-input–multioutput (MIMO), MUE, SUE, Rectangular Antenna, MMSE
I. INTRODUCTION
In the wireless communication network is to increase the capacity and coverage of existing cellular
network. Mainly the interest is focused on increasing quality of service (QoS) and data rates for the
indoor coverage/capacity, e.g., residential or enterprise companies, because according to recent
surveys a considerable percentage of data services will going to take place indoor and nowadays,
femtocells are used as a solution for that. It was also estimated that in 2012 there would be 70 million
FAPs will be installed around the world and more than 150 million customers will be there. [10]
The FAPs (Femtocell access points) or HeNBs (Home Base Stations) are of low-cost, low-power
access points that are deployed by the end-customers, they will provide the indoor coverage of a given
wireless cellular standard, e.g. such as LTE (Long Term Evolution) , WiMAX (Wireless
Interoperability for Microwave Access) , GSM, UMTS. They all are connected to the Internet through
a backhaul, to access the cellular services [11], e.g. optical fiber, DSL i.e Digital Subscriber Line.
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Macrocell is intervened by the inter-cell and by using the FFR technique that will mitigate the
interference. The Femto cells apply the dissimilar sub-band to prevent interference from the macrocell. Then that Sub-band will be reused in the coverage of macro-cell as much as possible.
In addition to detection of multiuser, joint design of transmitters and receivers [5] and transmit power
control [4], [6] offers interference mitigation that is required in interference limited systems. Our
approach does not involve explicit frequency partitioning between the tiers, i.e., relies solely on the
greater flexibility, space dimensions, hence it is possible to have a frequency partitioning scheme
which will increase the number of uplink users sharing each sub-band as well. Our methods assume
cooperation amongst the femtocells within a cluster in a similar manner to cooperative multi-cell
networks [17]. To both consumers and operators, the femto cell accompanies differing advantages,
such as increased indoor coverage, improved system capacity, made operation expense, smaller
expense and Quality of Service (QoS).
A.

Interference Draining

Interference discussions often tend to focus on one-on-one interference; that is, one interferer
transmitting RF power that causes interference to one victim. Examples include co-channel
interference, adjacent channel interference, and blocking desensitization. Interference that is caused
by more than one transmitter is referred to as many-on-one interference.
B.

Macrocells & Femtocell

The femtocell architecture is much more different than existing cellular networks and thus, interaction
on scenarios with coexistence of LTE Macrocells and Femtocells is one of the main issues for
femtocell network deployment. First of all, as compared to external antenna Femto-cell have low
antenna heights and then the customer has flexible choice of placement by incurring the problems
such that a improperly placed Femto-cell can interfere with the rest of the network, and if needed it
will provide the additional capacity. [9] Femto-cells are an element that has to be taken into account in
future handover planning and network in order to mitigate their impact on existing networks because
they have three different access methods to indicate which users are allowed and which are restricted
to use femtocell .
C.

Micro-strip Antennas

The macro-cell users with a minimum received SINR at MBS (macro-cell base station). Intra-tier
femtocell interference is dealing with minimum mean squared error (MMSE) interference in
Rectangular antennas which will improves the performance of femtocell users, by maintaining the
quality of the communication channel of macro-cell users.
During the MIMO processing it is really important to know channel characteristics. Therefore each
antenna must have its own reference symbols in the transmission scheme. Thus, the receiver is able to
differentiate antennas from each other and estimates the channel conditions. The antenna
configuration used in an LTE system could be 2x2 or 4x4. Multiple antennas processing, and mapping
of the signal to the appropriate physical time and frequency resources (using OFDMA for downlink
and SC-DMA for Uplink) are the new modulation, access and transmission schemes that LTE
introduces into 3G system enabling its high performance.
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Figure 1: OFDM Subcarrier Spacing for MUEs

The orthogonally is reached by separating sub-carriers with spacing as illustrated in Figure 1. The
LTE sub-carrier spacing is set to ∆= 15. Due to orthogonality an OFDM modulator can be
implemented by using IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier Transform) algorithm and demodulator by FFT
II. LITRATURE SURVEY
The interference mitigation strategies that are proposed by author in [15] that is used to suppress the
cross tier interference at a macrocell BS by adjusting the maximum transmit power of Femto cell user
by closed-loop or open-loop power control. In [16] this we analyze the mechanism for the generation
of the uplink interference scenario and guidelines provides for mitigation of interference in two-tier
macro and femtocell co-existing networks. In [17], the downlink of macro to Femto cell interference
is analyzed and methods are proposed for reducing interference with deployment of co-channel
femtocell.
In [18] a scheme is proposed for distributed femtocell power allocation by exploiting the inadequate
channel information of neighboring macrocell to very effectively reduce the cross-tier interference on
them. [19] Addresses the cross-tier interference problem of uplink and proposes a solution to the nearfar effects of issues by utilizing the information feedback of interfering macrocell through
infrastructure network at the HeNB for the recovery of the symbols sent by the HUE of interfered
signal. For co-channel deployment which is presented in [20], a self-organizing femtocell framework
is formed which is composed of 3 complementary control loops.
In OFDMA, two-tier macro cell femtocell network an interference avoidance technique is proposed in
[11] by combining intra cell handovers and power control. In [12] a cognitive femtocell network
architecture is proposed that will incorporates Femto cells, cognitive radio and that proposes a joint
power control, channel assignment and assignment scheme for base station of the networks of
cognitive and femtocell.
Zhang et al. 2011 and Yu et al. 2011 in [13, 14] uses the cognitive radio for smart grids and home
networks, they suggest intelligent spectrum allocation, and in [15] they have considered a parallel
spectrum sensing for sensing performance and balancing efficiency in cognitive radio networks.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In our system model there are various study in Femtocells have three different access methods to
indicate that which users are allowed and which are restricted to use each femtocell. Now the most
common advantages and disadvantages of these access methods will be as follow:
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Open Access method

Some advantages are presented by open access method like the overall capacity of the network is
improved and due to in practice macro-cell users can now connect the nearby femtocells at any
location where the coverage of macro-cell is deficient.
B.

Close Access method

The close access method is more probable to be deployed in the home environment network; which
shows that if in any case power leaks through doors and windows that will be detected as interference
by the passing macro-cell users, which result in decreasing their signal quality.
C.

Hybrid Access

In hybrid access, the impact on the femtocell owner by controlling the most of the interference
problems of closed access are excluded.
D.

Time Synchronization

The transmission instants will be between different-different cells which leads to the uplink period of
some cells that are overlapping with that downlink of others, that will cause increase in inter cell
interference in the network [10] and for achieving time synchronization the FAPS that are equipped
with high precision oscillators, however this option is not suitable

Figure 2. MIMO IBC for SUE Elements and Femto1 & 2

IV.

RESULTS

A.

Femtocell to Macrocell Handover :

Proposed Cooperative, MUE travels away from a femtocell network as there is no other option than a
macrocell network. However, it is very important to maintain a small handover time. Fig. shows the
handover procedure for the intra MSN handover from femtocell to UMTS-based macrocell.
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Figure 3. Femtocell to Macrocell Handover in different MIMO

B.

Macrocell to Femtocell Handover

In 2G and 3G systems broadcast a neighbor list used by a mobile station attached to the scenario of
mass deployment of femtocell such handoff protocol causes complexity because of the huge number
of information needed to build this neighbor list. Moreover, since serving NodeB wants to select an
suitable one from many femtocells the MAC overhead becomes crucial due to the increased size of
the neighbor cell list message.

Figure 4. No of Coalition with No of SBS in network

Through the analysis of movement pattern that is based upon sequential pattern tapping among these
sub-areas, due to which it is possible to predict pattern of next sub-area movement when the mobile
user approaches the femtocell. The idea consists on keeping the connection of macro-cell rather than
conducting the handover of macro → Femto, when the mobile user can be a temporary femtocell
visitor so based on the next movement pattern analysis. Another important factor to take into account
in handover is the interference since a UE scans many femtocells.
Thus, the foundation of the macro and femto handover is defined as follows:
Sf>Sth and Tc>Tth
Where:
- Sf stands for the received signal strength of Femto-cell.
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- Sth stands for the threshold value which is predefined.
- Tc stands for MUE Zone for cell residence time of the user

Figure 5. All MUE by Antenna with plane wave coalition

Figure 6. Different capacity bits with signal noise

Figure 7. By using SVD different element in covariance matrix H
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V. CONCLUSION
The system is based on algorithms where limits such as the user velocity and the residence time of the
MUE and SUE in a Femtocell are determinant for the reducing of unnecessary and it provide balance
spectrum for individual MUE which handle on the behalf of right angle for spectrum sensing in smallscale draining, and it can be enhanced and extended in some of the specific areas. Which coherent for
higher range with MIMO system in rectangular patch antenna based and deployed in different areas
taking into account access antenna technique that involve at the packet. We can do with this in future
could be the shrinking of cell size in the network which can be done by using network coding duty
cycle in genetic optimization that will manage the interferences and improve the spectral efficiency of
femtocells.
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